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FOREWORD 
In September 1919, NASA/JSC awarded the subject contract, Space Construction 
System Analysis (NAS9-l51l8) to the Space Systems Group of Rockwell International. 
The contract included two serial parts, each nine months in duration. The first part 
was summarized in July 1919: Final Review, Part I, Exe~utive Summary, Rockwell Report 
PD 19-18. This report is an executive summary of Part II. 
The study was administered under the technical direction of the Contracting 
Officer's Representative, Mr. Sam Nassiff, Systems Design Office, Spacecraft Design 
Division, Johnson Space Center. 
Rockwell's study team was led by Ellis Katz and included the following key 
. 
personnel: 
A. Stefan System Design G. Gimlich Design 
H. Myers System Analysis J. Roebuck Ope~ations Analysis 
F. Von Flue Programmatics C. Fritz Operations Analysis 
L. Wiley Experiment, Definition S. Greenberg Structures 
J. Boddy Experiment Definition R. Dollavan Ca.aunications 
D. Peebles Design J. Indrikis Flight Performance 
R. Hart Design P. DeJong Electrical Power 
R. Thompson Design J. Jandrasi Electrical Power 
P. Buck Design R. Abramson Guidance and Control 
A. LeFever Design M. Manoff Tht.'rmal Control 
M. Vocka Design C. KcBaine Weights 
S.lellite Systems Dlvilion '1' iRockwell Space SYltems Group :Intemattonal 
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OBJECTIVES, PART II 
The key objective of Part II was to perform a detailed end-to-end analysis of the~ 
activities, techniques, equipment, and Shuttle provisions required to construct a reference 
project system. Although earlier government and industry-funded studies nave investigated 
space construction methods and concepts, none had been conducted to the detail required by 
the objectives, as listed, of this study. 
The listed study objectives were achieved - this report summarizes the .. jor accoaplish-
ments of the study. Details of the study have been reported in the following docuaentation: 
SSD 80-0037, SCSA Part 2 Report, Platform Definition 
SSD 80-0038, SCSA Part 2 Report, Construction Analysis 
S8D 80-0039, SCSA Part 2 Report, Cost and Programmatics 
5SD 80-0040, SC8A Part 2 Report, Space Construction Experiments Coneepts 
5 ... 111 .. Sy •• em. DlYI.1on ~l~ Rockwell 
Space Sy.tem. Group .,.~ Internattonal 
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OBJECTIVES- PART II 
~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~,--------------------------------
• PERFORM END-TO-END CONSTRUCTION ANALYSIS FOR A REFERENCE 
LARGE S PACE PROJECT SYSTEM 
• DETERMINE CONSTRUCTION DRIVERS 
• DETERMINE CONSTRUCTION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS 
• DETERM INE ORBITER SUPPORT AND MOD IFICATION REQU IREMENTS 
• DEFINE THE TECHNOLOGY NEEDS AND A DEVELOPMENT PLAN TO 
IMPLEMENT THE SPACE CONSTRUCTION OF THE PROJECT SYSTEM 
• IDENTIFY FLIGHT EXPER IMENT CONCEPTS APPROPR lATE TO THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPACE CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY 
~ i : j Space Operations and 41~ Rockwell 
11 Salellile S,slems Division .,.~ Internattonal 
~ Space S,slems Group 3 
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STUDY APPROACH 
Part II of the study was initiated June 1979 and concluded in March 1980. 
The initial activity centered on estalishing mission requirements and con~pts for an "Engi-
neering and Technology Verification Platform" (ETVP). This platfoIill (described later) was 
selected to represent a future system which would drive out most of the construction requirements 
forseeable through the decade of the 90's. 
A configuration concept for the ETVP was selected in July 1979, and parallel tasks comaenced 
for preliminary design and construction analyses. As indicated, these two tasks vere carried out 
interactively throughout most of the study. The Construction Methods Data Base from Part I served 
as an important resource for the construction analysis task. 
A mid-term review was held at JSC and at NASA Headquarters in October 1979 and November 1979, 
and the contract was expanded to include definition of early Shuttle flight experi.ent concepts. 
The construction analysis task was concluded with detailed analyses of ti_lines, crew duty 
cycles, integrated lighting and power requirements, cargo manifests, cargo bay packaging and 
Shuttle launch requirements, and an overall analysis of construction drivers. this effort also 
enabled the determination of requirements fOr early Shuttle flight experi.nts and fOr develop.ent 
planning and costing of the project construction. 
Satellile Syslems Diylsion ~I~ Rockwell 
Space Syslems Group .,.~ International 
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ETVP MISSION SCENARIO 
Two mission concepts, Communications Development and SPS Development, fo~ the Engineering 
and Technology Verification Platform were identified. 
The platform was invisioned as a space "test bed" for the develo~nt of large plat fora 
technologies and prototype payloads and mission hardware in the late 80's tiaeperiod. It vas 
cons He red that the activities of constructing the platfora, of servicif'i8 it in low and high 
orbits, and of transfering it between orbits vould be the culmination and validation of the 
c~~stituent technologies required for subsequent operational syste ... 
As noted, the subject platform concept vas oriented to support the developilen!" of advanced 
communications and SPS missions and payloads. 
In order to Establish a set of rational requirements for the ca..unications version of the 
platform, a series of contacts and visits were made with space communications users and suppliers 
- including AT&T, COHSAT, Weste~n Union, GE, and COllins/Rockwell. The results of these contacts 
led to the identification of several advanced types of .. Iti-be ... antenna .,steas which would be 
tested in low 2nd, subsequently, in geosynchro~ous orbit. 
The SPS test ~~Tsion of the platform was configured to validate power trans.ission fro. a 
4,000 square meter solar cell surface through a space - space~a~ test antenna at low orbit and, 
subsequently, a ~pace-ground test antenna at geosynch orbit. 
SaleHI .. Systems Division ? Rockwell 
Space Systems Group ~ ~ International 
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ETVP MISSION SCENARIO 
• CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY 
• ~ERVICING TECHNOLOGY 
• OROIT XFR TECHNOLOGY 
I COM DEVELOPMENT I (]JD SERVICING 
GEO OPS III 
I SPSD-WELOPMENT I 
I '-1 
ORBIT TRANSFER II r-'V-
PROPULSION BUILD-UP II 
GEO REfIT . 
LEO TESTING . 
GEO REfiT 
LEO TEST 1-1 
GEOOPS 
I, I 
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ENGINEERING/TECiINOLOGY VERU'ICA'rION PLAWORH 
The platform is shown here in a representative communications configuration. 
The platform's structure is formed by three spa,ce-fabrica.tea longitudinal be ... in a "linear" 
arrangement. This "linear" configuration has been shown (in Part I) to be advantageous in teru of 
"constructability" and support equipment. 
The platform's length was driven by the desire to accommodate up to eight independently .aunted 
antennas of up to 20 m diame.:ter. Its height (depth) was sized by the need to provide .ufficient .tiffne •• 
against bending/torsion loadl - and by the reach of the RHS (Re.ate Manipulator Sy.te~) ara for construction. 
The transverse beams are lap-joined at intervals to the .pace-fabricated longitudinal beaE3; the 
spacing interval was set by structural criteria and RHS reach. Payload.. .uch a. te.t/prototype ca..uni-
cations antennas, are installed al the opposing ends of the long cros.-be ... and are .tabilized by bracing 
struts running to the adjacent short cross-beams. 
Electrical harnesses carry power and data from the System Control lbIule down the lower left-hand 
longitudinal beam, and connect with similar harnesses installed on the payload-carrying cro •• -be .... 
The System Control Hod~le provides power and command/control function. to the platfora. The module 
is designed for servicing and replanement of all major components (e.g., CIG' •• batterie.) and. ,atb it. 
60 kW solar array and radiator panels retracted, to be ca.pactly .towed within the orbiter cargo bay. The 
module is supported from the main structure by a space-deployed truss; a .iailar tru •• i. provided at the 
aft end for installation of t~le orbit transfer propullion modules. 
The RCS modules located at the four corner: of the platform were .ized to p'rovide .a.ntua du.pinC 
and altitude changes during low~:bit testing - as well as to provide .tationkeeping and control for ~ 
seven year duration at GEO. The wodule. were designed to be replaced at propellant exhaustion. 
Three LB2/L02 propulsion modules are ~'sed in a two-stage transfer to (;10. Each .adule, weighing 
51.000 lbs. and generating 20,000 lbs. thru.t, is brought up by a dedicated ,Shuttle in the period ~di­
ately preceeding orbit tran.fer. 
Sdllile Sptems Division ~I~ Rockwell 
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ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY VERIFICATION PLATFORM 
(ETVP) 
60 KW (DUAL PEP) 
ARRAY 
lENGTH 
HEIGHT 
CROSSBEAM 
WEIGHT 
PAYLOAD 
ATTACH PORTS 
(8 PLACES) 
108M 
6.5M 
17.4M 
30,415 KG 
(67,050 LB) 
8 P/L INTERFACE LOCATIONS 
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CONSTRUCTION CONCEPTS 
The following series of charts present &e-feral funda.ental construction concepts 
which are useful to an understanding of the eod-to-end construction process presented 
later. 
Satellite S,stems DiYi!lion -41~ Rockwell 
Space S,slems Group ., ... Internattonal 
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MULTIPLE FABRICATION AND AS:SEHBLY STATION CONCEPT 
During Part I of the study, two basic principles of construction evolved= 
1. It is beneficial to perform construction/assembly operations within a centrally 
located work station. This means that the platform .hould be constructed on or 
2. 
in a fixture which can translate/orient the work to the location of the work 
station. In the vresent case, it meanli that tbe platfora can be ~ay translated 
through the Station 1 fixture so that the construction operations can be perfor.ed 
on the fixture. The advantages of this principle are: <a> to aini.ize the distance/ 
time required for moving individual pa~ts to their installation location.; (b) to aake 
effective utilization of the reach of the RHS; (c) to concentrate work aur.port equip-
ment <e.g., welding, lighting) into an integrated fixture system which can be 
efficiently packaged for transport. 
It is <g6nerally> beneficial to perforal the construction in the sh~rtest po •• ible 
time. This means that construction operations should be paralleled, where practi-
cable, and th~t work ~nould be Bcheduled around the clock. In the present case, 
it means tbat a second work station is designed (first flighe only) for fabricating 
the transverse beam assemblies - while, in parallel, construction operations are 
conducted on the main assembly at Station 1. This principle is also applied to a 
number of other operations too detailed to be disc~sed here. The advantages of 
this principle are: <a) to reduce the Shuttle operations charges to the project; 
(b) to minimize the fuel - cell cryo kit requirements for powering the orbite~ and 
the construction equipment; (c) to increase time margin allowances for unforse2n 
contingencies. 
Salelll .. S:rs1ems Division ~l. Rockwetl 
Space Systems Group .~~ Interr.atfonal 
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MULTI PLE FABRICATIOO AND ASSEMBLY STATION CONCEPT 
l uSTATION 1 I 
- FAB LONG ITUDINAL BEAMS 
-ASSEMBLY & INSTALLATION 
-CHECK-OUT 
-~ 
s.-c. Oper.elona..... .41~ Rockwell 
s ....... s,. ..... Dht.1on p ... Internattonel 
s.-c. sp ...... Gntup 13 
QTATlON2 I 
• FAB TRANSVERSE BEAMS 
-INSTALL JOINT FITTINGS 
& SERVICE PORlS 
-INSTALL ELECTRIC LINES 
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EVA STATION CONCEPT 
As the detailed definition of the work station@ (previous chart) ancl associated 
construction a~tivities unfolded, it became apparent that EVA should be an aportant 
operational component of the construction process. 
An early trade study showed the relative benefits of using EVA for enbancing 
the visibility and control of 3 number' of clearance - critical operatioDs~ The nearly 
panoramic stereoscopic vision (vith suitable ille.ination) available to an EVA crev.an 
made this mode highly attractive - if not mandatory - providing that the crev.an would 
be given the location and moLility to see. 
In addition, the relative complexity of the construction suppo~t fixture and 
equipment (and tbeir setups) augured for EVA as an on-site trouble-shooting/servicing 
capability. 
Finally, it vas noted tbat, if an EVA crewaan were on-site for visibility/.onitor-
ing/trouble-shooting ~eason8, bis value coulci be further ~nhanced if he would perfora 
a variety of highly dexterious functions. 
With the above rationale, an EVA, station vas designed into the .. in construction 
fixture. The station essentially consists of a modified open cherry picker .ounted on 
a highly mobile positioning arm which ~rovides the crewman full access to all functions 
listed on the chart. 
Salellite Syslems DiYislon 
Space Systems Group 
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EVA STATION CONCEPT 
• ON-SITE MONITORING/SUPERVISION 
• EVA FUNCTIONS 
-EVA OBSERVATION - GUIDANCE TO RMS FOR IEAM HANDLING 
-ALIGN BEAM POSITIONER FOR BEAM PICK-UP, VIA IU.'IS DELIVERY 
- SUPERVISE TRANSVERSE & CROSS BEAM ASSEMBLIES 
- APPLY ELECTRODES TO SELF WELDING INTERSECTION FITTI'IGS 
-VERIFICATION OF STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY VIA CONTROL OF EAM POSITIONER 
- TRANSLATE DIAGONAL CORDS BETWEEN LONG!TUDINALEAMS 
-CONNECT TENSION CORDS TO INTERSECTION FITTINGS EARS 
- CHECK STRUCTURAL ALIGNMENT & TENSION DIAGONAL CORD~ 
- RELEASE ELECT PIG TAILS fROM LONGITUDINAL & CROSS EAMS 
- MAKE ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS & RE-SECURE LI'IES 
Space Operllions end 41~ Rockwe!l 
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ATTACH PORT SELECTION 
The attachment of concentrated masses such as antennas, RCS~ules, etc., to the 
lightweight space-fabricated structure poses a special set of requirements. 
A truss-type attachment port concept was developed which would distribute the 
concentrated inertial and dynamic loads evenly into the caps of the one meter deep cross-
beams, and which would be relatively forgiving of misalignments in mating the two halves 
of the port in space. This port concept (in which the male and fe1l81~ ita!,:;'"!. are siailar) 
was developed to provide automatic mechanical and electrical latching ~,;l.:2~ n=,-,ttec1. Further-
more, the male halves are compactly nested on mandrels for efficient packa~ing in the 
cargo bay and for mechanized feeding into the cross-beam ends during the construction 
process. The female halves are ground-installed on the modules and are adjusted for 
aligDlbent bias as described in the following charts. 
Satellite Systems Dlwlsion ~I~ Rockwe" 
Space S,11em1 Group p.~ International 
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STRUcroRAL ACCURACY 
Six pri~cip~l sources of angular misalignments between the module (e.g., 
antennas) attach ports and the attitude reference system located in the Systea Control 
Module. (SCM) are identified. 
By far, the largest aource buildup is manufacturing tolerances. The major ci)nt~ibu­
tions to the estimate shown are: (1) misalignment between the SCH and the platfora structure, 
and (2) twist and lateral deformation in the long (payload-carrying) cros.-be .... 
The remaining sources are dynamic in nature; ~.e., their mean values are nearly zero 
over many orbits. The low value of thermal deformation (~t the ports) is a •• ociated with 
the low thermal coefficient 1)f exp.:nsion (~0.2xI0-6/0F) e.tiuted for the platfora's cOllpOsite 
~tructure. The attitude control source corresponds to deflections at the attach ports in 
reaction to RCS firing.. The remaining source. of structural aiwaliga.ent are trivial. 
For the communications version of the platform, it is a.sumed that the antenna mu.t be 
oriented by the platform to their ground targets to within 0.250 (corre.ponding to roughly 
one be~ width); antenna auto track loops would provide vernier steering of the be ... by 
--./' -;:'-
adjustment of the antenna feeds. 
It is noted, therefore, that the antennas must be align~d to the reference axe. of the 
SCM to well within 0.250 (15 arc min). Consequently, it is necessary to coapensate the built-in 
manufc:ctcring error. 'Ibis can be accoaplished by mea.uring the as-constructed ais.:!.lignant 
at each port, and providing (prior to launch) the appropriate alignment bi.s between the 
female half of the port and the antenna module to be installed. The proposed technique for 
measuring the misalignments is shown on the following chart. 
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STRUCTURAL ACCURACY 
CONTRIBUTING CONDITIONS TOLERANCES/DEFLEOIONS 
-MANUFACTURING/ASSEMBI.Y :J:l.~ AT ATTACH PORT 
-
-THERMAL GRADIENT 1.5 MIN 
-"ATTITUDE CONTROL 2.6MIN 
-
- STATION KEEPING .5 MIN 
-GRAVITY GRADIENT NEGLIGIBLE 
- SOLAR PRESSURE NEGLIGIBLE 
PROVIDE GROUND ADJUSTMENT OF PAYLOAD PORT TO CORREO TO «:J:.lrP 
-STRUCTURAL DEVIATION 
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ATTACH PORT ALIGNMENT CONCEPT 
The concept for measuring the misalignment {deviation} between the attitude 
reference axis (in the SCM) and the attach por:ts on which RCS and antenna laOdules would 
be installed utilizes two special Il~ packages. 
When the platform is complete - with the exception of the RCS and antenna aodules -
inertial measuring units (IMO's) will be removed from a precision calibration base within 
the cargo bay and, using the RMS, deployed intlo position on the platfora. 
Two identical 1MB's will be used: one will be stationed on the SCK as the reference 
unit; the other will be attached in sequence t'o each of the ports - using a fe .. le half-port 
to engage the male half in a manner identical to (for instance) an antenna installation. During 
the process, both lMU's will record their respective orientations as aeasured by high 
precision rate gy~o sensors, similar to the Bendix 64 PH RIG sensor used for the Inter-
national Ultraviolet Explorer Satellite. 'DIe lHU'. will be cO!!lpletely self-contained 
(i.e., bettery, clock, recorder) so that no connections will be neceasary while attached 
to the platform. 
After the final port has been aeasured, both IHU's are returned to the precision 
calibration base in the cargo bay for post-measureme,nt calibration. Upon return to earth, 
the units' recorders ~uld be unsealed, the measurement data reduced, and the alignment 
biases provided to the various wodule suppliers. 
Satellite Systems Division ~I~ Rockwell 
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AlTACH PORT AU'GNMENT CONCEPT 
STATIONARY 
IMU 
-OBJECTIVE: DETERMINE DEVIATION OF 
PAYLOAD ATTACH PORT IN RELATIONSHIP 
TO SCM . 
-RATIONALE: - ATTACH PORT DEVIATION AVAILABLE 
TO PAYLOAD USERS 
- PAYLOAD ACCOMMODATES DEVIATIONS 
-ADJUST BEFORE LAUNCH -(.1(11) 
-ALIGNMENT TO ACQUIRE GROUND STATION (.25°) 
• AUTO ADJUSTMENT (.025°) 
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IMU PACKAGE 
- St:NSOR UNIT 
(BENDIX PERMANENT 
MAGNET RATE 
INTEGRATING 
GYROSCOPE) 
- CONTROL UNIT 
- RECORDER 
- BATTERY 
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E'IVP SERVICING 
The plat fora concept includes provisions for servicing and coaponent Teplaceaent 
at low and high orbits. 
The chart illustrates the potential for accessing the replaceable ca.ponents in 
the SCM from the orbiter. As indicated by the inset, ~e RHS would utilize. a special 
purpose end effecter and module installation provisions similar to those proposed for 
servicing cf the NASA/Goddard Multi-Mission Spacecraft. 
During the entire low-orbit period of testing, the construction fixture Teaains 
attached to the platform - thus providing an interface for or~iter docking and for 
translation and orientation of the plat~orm for access to all syste ... 
At the conclusion of the low orbit test phase, the propulsion.adules 3re installed, 
the fixture is separated from the platform (for return to earth), and the platfora is 
readied for transfer to GEO. 
Provisions for GEO servicing are noted by the presence of docking ports on the SeN 
and near the ends of the long cross-beams where a GEO servicing v~hicle .ay be positioned 
for access to all replaceable elements. 
-----------------~-----------------------
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CONSTRUCTIO~ FIXTURE CONCEPT 
The main (Station 1) construction fixture is Yequired to assume several ~onfigurations 
for tbe construction mission. 
The fixture is brought up in the first launch,and eventually returned to earth, in the folded 
configuration. 
During the initial construction process, the fixture is in the open configuration with the 
centrally-mounted bridge and EVA work station in place. In addi~ion, this configuration includes, 
reel mechanisllS for deploying electrical lines and structural-stiffening cords. In this configura-
tion, tbe platfoYm construction is constrained by the ~ridge to one-way translation only. This 
limitation is, howevey, no handicap since the initial construction .flovs in one diYection only - a. 
discussed later. 
When the platform stYUcture is complete, then","1:Dngey-needed bridge aod associated _chania. 
are yemoved from the fixtur~ and yeturned to earth. In this arrange_nt thE platfo~ is free to trans-
late through the fixture in two directions. This configuration reaaina with the platfo~ until the 
low-orbit test phase is completed. 
The untended configur.ation represents the arrangeaent of the fixture during peri9d. between 
Shuttle visits and prior to systellS activation of the platfo~. During th~.e untended periods the 
fixture must provide a minimal level of control (libration rate d.-ping) and teleca..unication.to 
enable the ref;. .. .lrning orbiter to safely berth/dock with the construction .ystea. For theaepurposes, 
special panels (lower right-hand diagr .. ) are deployed with solar cells coveying alternate surfaces 
on the opposing panels, and with cold-gas quad jets mounted at the tips. Control analy.es have 
indiCAted that such a system can limit attitude rates to 0.01 o/sec. with a nitrogen expenditure of 
less than 40 lb. per visit. Althougb the cells are "body-mounted," approxiaately 70 ft2 provides 
sufficient area to maintain battery ~harge in the gravity-gradient .tabilized attitude of the untended 
system. 
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CONSTRUCTION PROCESS 
The following series of charts present the conditions and precesses required to con-
struct the Engineering/Technology Verification Platform - employing the concepts previously 
shown. 
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CONSTRUCTION ORBIT ALTITUDE 
The parameters affecting the selection of the construction orbit altitude consider 
decay time and orbiter payload weight. 
The platform would be built in a 28.50 circular orbit at an attitude of 220-240 n.mi. 
Aa noted by the upper diagram, this orbit would provide at least several months of con-
tingency time for constructi~" - before requiring re-boost of the assembly to a safer (i.e., 
non-reentry) altitude. 
The lower diagram shows that the standard Shuttle should be capable of delivering the 
estimated cargos to the construction orbit without yequiring an OMS kit in the cargo bay. 
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CONSTRUCTION ORBIT ALTITUDE 
8 PSF 
• ~ RANGES FROM 8.3 TO 13.7 PSF, AVG ~10 PSF 
CDA 
• NOMINAL CONSTRUCTION PERIOD, 40 DAYS (2-WK TURNAROUND) 
• CONTINGENCY MARGIN ALLOWANCE 6 NO? 1 YR? 
I.. ...t;.....~. MINIMUM "SAFE" CONSTRUCTION ORBIT ALTITOOE 
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"FREE DRIFT" CONSTRUCTION ATTITUDE CONTROL 
During Part I of the study, we investigated the potential factors which could impo.e need • 
for attitude control during the construction, process. These factors included orbiter constraint. 
and thermal, loads, cOlllllunications, illumination, and docking cQnsiderations. 
From these investigations, we concluded that no yequirements were imposed by orbiter 
operating limits; nor by thermal, lighting/visibility or communication. constraints. Proceeding, 
then, with the overall design philosophy, that no hardware (i.e., flight control in this in.tance) 
be added to the system without a clear demonstration of need, we investigated the implication. 
of a "free-drift" attitude approach. In this approach, the principal issues of concern were 
the inertial loads (centrifugal and coriolis) due to angular rates and orbitey Yevisit/docking. 
The investigation of loads due to the controlled angular rates was performed u.ing Rockwell'. 
VARMAP (Variable Mass PropeTties) 6-fAlF rigid body prograul. With this prograa, we wet:e abl~ to 
analyze the inertial rates of the orbiter-construction system during the .imulated con.truction 
process shown in the left-hand diagram. 
AL noted in the rigltt-hand diagram, the yesulting rates were generally Ie •• than 0.1 o/sec 
and the resulting loads were inconsequential. Othey similar runs, treated with con.ervative 
initial conditions, indicated similar results. 
With respect to revisit/docking, as earlier noted (see Page 24), a libration damper was 
integrated into the construction fixture to limit the angular rates to those within the capacity 
of the orbiter's RHS to match and to dissipate the differential energy between the .... e •• 
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"FREE DRIFrI CONSTRUCTION ATTITUDE CONTROL 
[PART I .ANAL YSIS , 
II 
I 
, 
• TRANSLATE 36,000 KG MASS 
5 STEPS 
1 METER/MIN 
.AFTER EA TRANSLATION STEP 
MOVE A 4,500 KG MASS 
FROM BAY TO PLATFORM 
~ 3 METER/MIN 
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RESULTS 
E 
.. 
• 
• NO "TUMBLE" 
nMe.M.I 
• lIBRATING MOTION <0.1 o/SEC 
• NO SIGNIFICANT CONSTROCTION IMPACTS 
• MINIMAL UGHnNG INTERFERENCE 
• ORBITER HEAT REJECTION SATISFACTORY 
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CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE 
The following six illustrations show the general sequence used for constructing the 
platform. 
The initial activity is organized to set up the main construction fixture and to fabri-
cate the three longitudinal beams in sequence. The main power and data distribution bUB' 
harr~ss is installed on the inside face of the first-made beam. 
With the longitudinal structure in place, the beam-builder is moved to the s~condary 
work station where the transverse beams are fabricated. At this station, payload attach ports 
and electrical harnesses are installed on the payload-carrying be-· .. ~. As each transverse be .. 
is completed, it is transported by the RHS to the main fixture for joining to the longitudinal 
structure. The operations of joining the beams (structurally and electrically) are facilitated 
by the EVA crewman stationed aboard the main fixture (see Page lS). 
As each set of transverse beams {three per longitudinal station} are installed, the 
structural assembly is translated through the fixture, theyeby drawing out the. diagonal tension 
cords from fixture-mounted reels. At the next longitudinal station, the cords are attached to 
the next set of transverse beams and tensioned by the astronaut to a pre-pLduned schedule of 
forces. 
This cycle of activities is repeated until the entire. tri"';beam structure is cCllplete. 
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CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE 
-,------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,----------
• FABRICATE TRANSVERSE BEAwJ 
• FABRICATE lONGITUolNAllEAMS • ASSEMBLE TRANSVERSE BEAMS TO lONGITUolNAllEAMS 
• INSTAll WIRE HARNESS • MAKE elECTRICAL CONNECTION 
• INSTAll a TENSION DIAGONAL CORDS 
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CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE (Continued) 
With the structure complete, the fixture is reconfigured (removal of the central bridge 
and EVA work station) so that the structure may be translated in both directions to acca..o-
date the following operations. 
At the forward section of t.he platform, the support structure for the control .adule is 
deployed and attached to the ends of the longitudinal beams. Tne control .adule is tben attached 
at three points and its electTlcal systems connected across to the .. in ~istribution bus/harness. 
As the platform is translated toward the aft end, bracing struts are installed to support 
the long cross beams against the thrust loads during orbit transfer. 
At the aft end of the platform, a deployable thrust structure is installed in a .. noer 
similar to that of the centrol module support structure. 
The final step in the co~struction of the platform is the installation of the four ReS 
modules at the extreme forward and aft cross beams .• and the installation of payload aodules 
(e.g •• antennas) at attach ports on the intervening croils be_. 
Structural and functional checks of the platform are conducted duri~g and at the con-
clusion of the construction process. The fiTst coarse structural check is aade by optical 
sightings from the EVA work station as each structural bay is coapleted. Precision aeasure-
ments are made by inertial instrwEfitation (see l~age 21) when the structure iii cOliplete. 
Functional checks are made after the control module is installed and at the ccnapletion: of 
construction. 
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CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE 
• INSTALL SYSTEMS CONTROL MODULE SUPPORT STRUCTURE 
• INSTAll SYSTEMS CONTROL MODULE 
• INSTAll CROSSlEAIIIRACING STRUTS 
• IICSTAll RCS MODULES 
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COF;3TlWCTION SCENARIO AND RATIONALE 
A summary of the construction process just described shows the division 
of the construction operations between the three flights needed to coaplete the platfora. 
It is noted that a single beam machine of the type designed by General n,na.ics bas 
been assumed for this analysis. Although multiple beam machines .ight have facilitated the 
construction operations, the additional orbiter cargo bay space and power requi=ed would ba~ 
been a serious penalty. 
It is further noted that constr~ction operations were scheduled around-the-clock. Our 
studies have indicated the need to complete the construction operations in the shortest prac-
tieable time for the following reasons: (1) beyond approxi.ately nine days, the power drain 
of orbiter housekeeping adds to tbat of the construction operations - leading to increased 
fuel cell cryo kit requirements; (2) the charging policy for Shuttle operations ..aunts to 
over 1/3 aillion dollars per 24 hour day; (3) time allowances should be made for unforseen 
contingencies. Although a~ound-the-clock operations impose greater de .. nds on the crew, our 
analyses - as noted later - indicate that a six :aan crew can reasonably be expected to pe~forR 
the Lequired operations on a three-shift basis. 
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CONSTRUCTION SCENARIO AND RATIONALE 
~.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~---------------------------------------------------
THE PROBLEM I ---. 
• BUILD 100 METER 3-D PLATFORM 
• SPACE FriB BEAMS 
• C/O ANO ACTIVATE SPACE ASSEMBLED SYSTEM 
J FLIGHT 1 I I • J FLIGHT 2' I • 
_02 
FAB LONGITUDINAL BEAMS ~ INSTAll "FORWARD" STRUTASSY 
INSTALL ELECT HARNESS RUNS 
~ ~ I I IINSTAll ICONTROL MODULE 
r 
I 
FAB AND INSTAll 
CROSSBEAMS 
• 
INSTALL 
BRACING 
STRUTS 
fcas.~~ as.~ COMPLETE , z: -,. TRI-BEAM 
STRUCTURE 
~ _ALL "AfT" Sf RUT ASS'I 
STRUCT ALIGNMENT CHECK 
« ______ ~ VISUAL ALIGNMENT 
CHECK 
=()= ~ ELECT CONTINUITY CHEC,K 
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I STRATEGY 11-----..... 
, 
-SINGLE BEAllIIACHINE 
-CENTRALIZED CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY 
- 24 HR PER DAY OPERATIONS 
- USE PARALLel OPERATIONS WHERE POSSIBLE 
- USE EVA WHERE EFFECnVE 
- PARTIAL C/O EACH FLT 
-SPACE STORE COollSTRUCTIOI EOU. 
...------"1 fLIGHT 3 .1-----
~ y INSTAll Res MODULES 
INSTAll 
PAYLOADS 
CIO AND ACnVATE PLATFORM 
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OPERATIONS ANALYSIS TECHtfIQUES 
The construction analysis began with the preparation of an end-to-end logic '~ich identified all 
activities required to construct the platform. The logic provided a fra.ework for the identi-
fication of all initial conditions prerequisite to any given activity, as well as for tbe 
recording of parallel activitie~ which could be of consequence. As wa. eapected, tbe logic 
evolved through a series of iterations; i.e., dovostreaa activity analyses sboved need. to 
revise the construction plan. 
Each of the activities in the logic vas analyzed as an entity and docu.ented in the for. 
of drawings and activity data packages. In the course of this study, 43 such packages were 
prepared. 
The techniques of process integration vas concerned with the .elding of tbe construction 
activities into flight-by-flight construction missions. This vas acco.plisbed by considering 
the limitations of cargo bay packaging, fligbt duration, power and energy supply, and crev 
manning and duty cycles. The following text presents some of tbe significant considerations 
. 
which influenced the results of this analyses. 
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OPERATIONS ANALYSIS TECHNIOUES 
CONSTRUCTION 
ACTIVITY 
DATA SHEET 
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• REFERENCES • 
• ACTIVIT','- DESCRIPTION 
PROCEDURES 
• TlMELINE DATA 
• POWER/ENERGY 
• CREW WORK l!OAD 
• CONST EQUIP 
• NEW TECHNOLOGY 
• ATTACHMENTS 
-TRADES 
- SKETCHE:S 
- CALCULATIONS 
-ETC 
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GROUND RUIIS AND ASSUMPTIONS 
• START CONSTRUCTIOt\ I~'i~;t~ ORBITER READY AT CONST ORBIT 
" CONSTRUCTION SHUTwWN PRIOR TO ORBITER SEPARATION 
• CREW WORKSHIFTS CAN £E MATCHED TO CONST OPS 
• SINGLE EVA PERMlnED (IVA READY FOR RESCUE) 
• SCHEDULE EVA BACK-TO-BACK FOR MULTfiSHIFT OPS 
• IVA &/OR "OFF DUTY" CREW PERFORMS RounNE ORBITER HOUSEKEEPING OPS 
• IVA CREW CROSS TRA1NED ALL IVA TASKS 
EVA CREW CROS5 TRAINED ALL EVA TASKS 
• EVA CREW GIVEN 10 MIN REST PER HOUR PLUS 20 MIN REFRESHMENT PER SHIFT 
~~~'r- *'" ~,j1'W'fl"'~"" .. ~<{.~".Jlt: ..... "" 'aawstI 
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• PARALLEL OPS SCHEDUL,ED WH~RE CREW/DUTY STATIONS/poWER CONSTRAINTS PERMIT 
• MAX CONSTRUCTION POWER AVAILABLE IS 7 KW (12 ~ PEAK) 
• CONSTRUCTION EQUIPM~NT OPERATIONS 
. 
• BEAM MACHINE FAB RATE: 1.08 M PER MINUTE 
• MAIN FIXTURE TRANSLATION RATE: 2.16 M PER MINUTE 
• RMS TRANSPORT RATE : -4 TO 40 M PER MINUTE 
• EVA STATION TRANSLATION RATE: 3 M PER MINUTE 
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CREW MANNING LEVEL/EVA 
One of the more significant conclusions of the present study is the need to develop a higher 
pressure suit for EVA construction operations. 
This chart presents an evaluation of the presently baselined 4 psi suit in coaparison with 
an advanced-technology 8 psi suit. In this evaluation, we assumed a 65 hour construction ti_ 
requiring one IVA and one EVA crewman on each of the three shifts. The IVA creWlian controlled the 
construction operations, the RMS, and orbiter housekeeping from tbe payload specialist station on 
the aft deck. The EVA crewman performed all cargo bay operations - either from the fixture-mounted 
EVA work station or from the open cherry picker at the end of the RHS arm. 
With the 4 psi suit, the EVA crewman is required to spend three hours pre-breatbing in pre-
pdration for EVA activity. Because of the pre-breathing requirement, and because relcue of the EVA 
crewman must be available at all times, the effective work product of the crew would be adversely 
impacted - either by the need to have the IVA crewman on pre-breathing for bis total shift (limited 
to six hours on 14.7 psia O2) or (preferably) by having a buddy EVA crewman in the bay. In the 
latter case, productive work would be limited to 280 minutes per three-.an workshift. 
However, with the 8 psi suit, no pre-breathing would be required and the suited IVA crew.an 
could perform a required rescue with minimum delay. Thus, a two~n work crew (one IVA and one EVA) 
could accomplish more work per shift since the shift time could be extended to eight hour •• 
The result, then, of the 8 psi suit is greater productivity per crewman - leading to s .. ller 
crew sizes and/or shorter missions. In the ir'ie:rest of accomplishing the mh:i.ons in the shortest 
practicable time - and allowing margin for unknowns - we have elected to baseline the construction 
missions around a six-man crew, each of which is equipped with an 8 pli EVA luit. 
Satellite Systems Division ~l"" Rockwell 
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CREW MANNING LEVEL/EVA 
65 HRS CONSTRUCTION ACTIVIlY 
(1 EVA + 1 IVA) 
2 DAYS NON-EVA MISSION TIME 
.. PSI SUIT 
1 IVA +2 EVA, 280 MINUTES PERWORKSHIFT 
Y/~//LX(/'///Z~////~ 8 PSI ~U~A + EVA, 380 MINUTES PERWORKSHFT 
BELOW BAY 
CRYO STORAGE LIMIT 
2 4 6 
CREW SIZE 
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BASELINE 
6-MANCREW 
8 PSI SUIT 
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MISSION I CARGO MANIFEST 
An illustration of the cargo bay packaging for the first flight mission is shown; a detail 
drawing of the installation has been included in the engineering documentation. 
It is noted that the main construction fixture, beam machine, payload attach porta, and 
electrical harness reels dominate the cargo bay envelope. 
Arrangement of the cargo items has been designed to accommodate itea deployaent and uae 
without disturbance to the remaining items. It may also be noted that the large ite.a (e.g., 
construction fi%ture) are supported by integral trunnions attached directly to the sill bridge 
fittings/latches and to the keel fittings. The orbiter/fixture docking port ia ahown retracted, 
directly beneath the forward section of the main fixture. 
It is interesting to note that the payload-chargeable weight dividea al.oat equally in 
three parts: platform flight hardware, construction support equip.ent, and .ia.ion-peculicr 
orbiter provisions. As shown, payload weight and balance is within the orbiter'. allowable 
envelope. 
Satellite Systems DIYislon --41~ RockweH 
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CONSTRUCTION TIHELlNE 
A summary timeline for construction operations during the first flight mission is shown. 
This timeline is the synthesis of detailed analyses which typically consider individual events 
of one minute (and less) duration.. 
The timelines were generated in a series of iterative steps. In the first step, the 
activity times were laid end-to-end according to the construction logic. The second step 
accounted for the crew work assignments, EVA suit donning and doffing, and duty-rest cycles. 
The third step integrated the time sequences between parallel interactive operations; e.g., 
the "parking" of the RMS in the intervals between its transport operations in a position to 
take advantage of its lights and viewing cameras while perfo~ing other parallel operations. 
The fourth step, which actually overlapped thepreceeding steps, c~nsidered the power-peaking 
problem and the need to "slip" operations to avoid unreasonable exceedances. 
In general, the time estimates were based, upon available data from Apollo and Skylab 
flight experience and simulations in JSC's MDF and HSFC's NBS facilities. Further.ore, the 
time estimating policy was to err on the long side - to the best of our knowledge. To account 
for "I forgots" and uncertainties, a 50% time factor was added to the esti .. ted value; this 
is discussed in later charts. 
Satellite Systems DlYislon .... I~ Rockwell 
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ERECT a DEPLOY CONST FIXTURE 
INSTALL BEAM BUILDER 
C/O BEAll BUILDER 
FAB LONGITUDINAL BEAll 
INSTALL ATTACH PORTS 
SET UP CONST STA NO.2 
REPOSITION BEAll BUILDER 
WITHDRAW LONGITUDINAL BEAll NO.1 
INSTALL WIRE HARNESS ON BEAll ttO. 1 
RETURN BEAll NO. 70 FAB POSITION 
RELOCATE BEAll BUILDER TO STA NO.2 
C/O BEAll BUILDER 
RIIS END EFFECTOR CHANGE 
EVA EGRESS a INSPECTION 
FAB TRANSVERSE BEAll 
JOIN INTERSECTION FITTINGS TO BEAll 
TRANSPORT RRANSVERSE BEAll 
RECONFIGURE CONST FIXTURE 
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TENSION X·BRACE CORDS 
, TRANSPORT TRANSVERSE BEAM 
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INSTALL ATTACH PORTS 
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REMOTE VIEWING AND LIGHTING AIDS 
Various lamps and TV ~a~ras are required for seeing and controlling the construction 
operations from the IVA and EVA work stations. Details supporting this chart are available 
in the engineering documentation. 
The requirements call for 17 lamps, including the 8 baselined as standard on the orbiter/ 
RMS and 11 TV cameras, including the 4 baselined for orbiter/RMS. 
The general policy regarding visibility/illumination has been to locate the EVA creWlian 
in positions to visually monitor all clearance-critical operations (e.g., transporting a trans-
verse beam from the secondary work station to the primary fixture), and to provide an industrial 
standard of lighting within the illlDediate proximity of the detail work (e.g., positioning the 
transverse beam for joining to the longitudinals). 
Estimated power requirements for lighting is 2 kW peak and 1 kW average - 3ssuaing selec-
tive use of the lamps for the various construction operations. 
Satellite Systems Division ~I~ Rockwell 
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ELECTRICAL POWER/ENERGY - MISSION I 
The power and energy profiles associated with construction are over and above those 
associated with basic Shuttle ascent, orbit, and descent operations and are, therefore, payload-
chargeable requirements. 
It is noted that lighting requirements account for approximately one-third of the peak and 
average power levels - the beam.achine and RHS account for most of the balance. The peak power 
levels are generally within the 7 kW maximClll continuous power allocated to the orbiter's payload. 
As earlier noted, we h.lve included a 50% design margin for potential uncler-estiaates of 
the construction timelineso This time margin bas been incorporated into the ener8Y require.ents 
by assuming a straight-line extrapolation of the average construction power consuaption. On this 
basis, the payload-chargeable energy requirement is seen to exceed the 50 kWh Which the basic 
orbiter can make available to its payload. Therefore, the first .is.ion will require the addition 
of ~ cyro tank ket (below the cargo bay liner) to accommodate the needed energy. 
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FLIGHT NO. I PROFILE 
The flight profile for the first construction mission assumes that the initial construction 
activity (i.e., setting up the main construction fixture) can coa.ence i..ediately following 
the securing of the orbiter for construction operations. The pre-launch conditioning of the 
crew and tbe subsequent crew duty-rest cycles have accounted for this assuaption. 
At the conclusion of the construction operations, the orbiter separates from the con-
struction fixture and prepares for its reentry and descent to KSC. Ti.e allowances have been 
made for the orbit path to project over KSC, including an allowance for checkout and theraal 
conditioning for tbe reentry pbase. 
This first .ission builds the plat fora structure and its power/data distribution syate •• 
At completion, the orbiter returns to base with tile no-longer-needed be_ .. chine and .. in 
fixture center bridge. The profiles for the second and third missions are discussed in the 
following pages. 
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FLIGHT NO. 2 PROFILE 
The requirement for L~ndezvous and berthing with the orbitin~ constructicn system extends the 
ascent phase to nearly one full day. 
Prior to launch, comaand sign~ls would be transmitted to activate the fixture'. libration 
damping tystem and its rendezvous aids to provide a stable eooperative target for revisit. 
Construction operations in this mission include ~he i~stallation and checkout of the plat-
form's control module (including its solar array), checkout of data/power distribution, installa-
tion of the aft thrust structure, cross bea~ bracing struts, and precision aeasure.ent of the 
structural alignment of the platform. Most of these operations involve an EVA crewaan stationed 
aboard the open cherry picker at the tip of the RMS. 
The duration of the mission is paced by the serial times required to checkout the control 
module, the distribution system, and to perform the structural alignment measurements. 
Satellile Systems Division ~l~ Rockwell 
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FLIGHT NO. 2 PROFIlE 
& RENDEZVOUS CONSTRUCTION MARG IN COAST DESCENT 
ASCENT ~ iEORBIT BOOST, PHASING NOMINAL 50% DESIGN OPPORTUNIT1-NORMAL 
I.. 18.5 HRS .- 59.5 HRS 27.3 HRS 10.8 HRS 1.6 HRS • 1 
~ 
,/' Is HRS~-
--JBB-Q 
f,\ 
~ 
"-.... 
L ''-SQ~ 
I • 5 DAYS .1 
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FLIGHT NO. 3 PROFRE 
This mission profile is contracted to that required to install the four RCS module. and 
to activate/checkout the platform for low-orbit operations. A. a practical matter, this .i •• ion 
would include the installation of such test payloads as may be appropri.ate to the ETVP objective •• 
Our layouts for the bay packaging t.nd estimates of mass properties for the third .i •• ion indicate 
that approximately 16,000 lbs. of lifting capacity and two-thirds of the bay would be available 
for payload over and above the RCS modules. 
Satellite Systems Division ..... l~ Rockwell 
Space Systems Group •• ~ International 
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FLIGHT NO. 3 PROFIL£ 
ASCENT ~ ji1EORBIT BOOST, PHASING NOMINAL 50% DESIGN OPPORTUNITLNORMAL 
& RENDEZVOUS CONSTRUCTION MARGIN COAST DESCENT 
I. 18.5 HRS15.7 HRS -7.,9 HRS 26.9 HRS 1.6 HRS 
~ --Z /7 15HRS~-
--JBB-Q 
f,'\ 
l3 ~ 
:::::-
""'" 
\gj'ii) 
/ ·1 L 3 DAYS 1-----
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SUMMARY - SHUTTLE PROVISIONS & MODIFICATIONS FOR SPACE CONSTRUCTION 
Identified here are the mGst significant requirements that are imposed on the orbiter for support 
of space construction. 
The aft deck console area must be configured for the control of the construction fixtures at Stations 1 and 2 
and for the operation of the lights and CCTV cameTas and 'payload latches. Software for the construction .. nageaent 
and for collison-avoidance is also required. 
Accommodation of the six-man crew will require additional seats and restraints and 3towage proV1s10ns and 
appropriate rescue equipment. Special yest/sleep provisions to reduce noise and light .. y be required to support 
the multi-shift operations. 
The three-shift operations will require four additional EVA suits and supporting accommodations. Stowage of 
the addi~ional suits can be accommodated in the payload bay by utilizing a thermally controlled container. Pluabing 
and valve changes may be required for seyvicing of the 8 psi suit pressure. 
Additional supplies of N2 are needed to support the EVA airlock operations. Pluabing modifications are 
required in the orbiter to accept the additional two tanks of high pressure nitrogen. 
One additional cryo kit is yequiyed to provide the electrical pover for construction; provisions are available 
under the payload bay liner to accept this installation. 
The reviBit/beything maneuver will require precision RCS control of translation and attitude in order to 
effect RMS engagement for berthing. Flight control requiYements associated with the berthing and construction 
operations will impact control system software and jet-select logic. 
An R&~ uppey arm rotary joint is required to perform the construction operations identified in this study. 
A pan and tilt capability of the wrist mounted TV camera and light is also highly desirable. 
An interface connection for the control/management of the constructiGn fixtures, lights, and latches is 
requiyed to complete the circuit to the aft flight deck constYUction contr~l. and displays. This provision is 
available via payload dedicated penetrations in the crew module aft bulkhead. 
Satellite Systems Division ~l~ ROCkWell 
Space Systems Group p.~ International 
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SUMMARY - SHUTTLE PROVISIONS AND MODIFICATIONS FOR SPACE CONSTRUCTION 
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CONSTRUCTION SUMMARY 
The number of missions to construct the basic platform was driven by cargo bay packaging 
limitations. As previously noted, the third mission would also be expected to be filled to 
capacity with initial test payloads and experiments which are yet to be defined. 
Although packaging was the driver, weight was not far behind and, in fact, is in good 
proportion to the bay volume and lifting capacity of the Shuttle without OMS. 
The energy picture shows a substantial (and surprising to our earlier esti.ates) margin 
of capacity relative to the energy available from two fuel cell cryo kits stored below the 
cargo bay liner~ This margin suggests that, even with increased consuaption, one kit .. y be 
sufficient. 
The crew work load is shown to be moderate when c~pared to the orbiter's basic accommo-
dations of up to six men for up to seven days. This margin is, however, deceptive because the 
six-man crews are employed for typically less than one-half of the basic seven-day .ission li.ito 
Actually, the crewmen are expected to work close to their producti~ potential during the li.ited 
periods of construction. 
Satellite Systems Division 41~· Rockwell 
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CONSTRUCTION SUMMARY 
• [WEIGHT I I BAY VOLUME :J 
(100% = 42000 LB) (100% = TOTAL BAy) 
100% 100% 
85% 
~
(P/L) 
FLIGHT FLIGHT 
(ENERGY' I CREW WORK , 
(100% = 2 KITS) (100% =42 MAN DAYS) 
100% 
-
100% 
1 KIT 1 KIT 1 KIT 
----- ---- -----
13% 1«1% 
~ W/~ 4% 
--FL - --
Space Transportation S,stem 
Development & Production Division 
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UNCERTAINTIES 
The point is, that we have a "paper" estimate of what it may take to construct a possible 
platform. With the scarcity of experience and data available to such studies, it is foolhardy 
to project confidence that the three flight missions previously presented could perfora the 
platform's construction as described 8 
We recognize two kinds of uncertainties in our ability to estimate construction requirements. 
The first is our current inability to accurately estimate for the facton shown as "design .argin." 
Althougb we allowed 50% over our nominal estimates (conservatively estimated, we believe), we "y, 
in fact, be gro.sly undere.timating and ignoring many detailed activities which only future 
experience will illuminate. 
In the second category, "contingency margin", we note that no 'pecific allowance haa been 
made for potential failures or anomalies in the hardware, softvare, or crew operation.. Aa 
examples, no specific allowances have been made to deal with failures/repairs of the be .... chine 
or the RMS. Several approaches are available to this type of problem: (1) provide increased 
redundancy and backup modes at the component and end item level.; (2) provide increased de.ign 
margins, operate hardware at de-rated limits, and emphasize testing at all level.; (3) in con-
nection with the above, plan for heavy front-end (R&D) cost. and schedule .ubsequent time to 
shake out the potential problems. 
Satellite Systems DI"ision 
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lBUT ..... 
what about uncertainties? 
UNCERTAINTY CONS I DERATIONS USED MAYBE 
• 
• CREW TIME 
DESIGN • TRANSLATION TIME 
• PROCESS TIME MARGIN 
• LIGHTING POWER 50,. >1{)()IJ. 
• PROCESS POWER ... 
• PKG DENS ITY 
. 
CONTINGENCY • REDUNDANCY 
MARGIN • TESTING Q7. »01 
, 
• FRONT -END COSTS 
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CONSTRUCTION DEVELOPMENT 
The following series of charts yegard the R&D activities Yequired to acbieve and verify 
the yequisite technology and to construct a plat foOD of the ETVP. 
5 ... 111 .. Sysiems Division ~l~ Rockwell 
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CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY 
The major technology developments required tel support space construction, as described 
here, have been detailed in Rockwell Report SSD SO-0039 dated April 19SO. 
In general, these technology items constitute~ a category of critical issues which deaand 
additional investigation/data as a prerequisite to a program start deci.ico. 
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CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY 
UQUIPMENT AND MATERIA'.:] 
• BEAM-TO-BEAM JOINTS-DEVELOP JOINT MATERIAL COMPATIBLE wlrn BEAM MATERIAL; 
DEVELOP METHOD OF JOINT ASSEMBLY 
• ROTARY ELECTRICAL TRANSFER JOINT-DEVELOP DESIGN FOR 64-kW POWER TRANSFER 
wlrn MAINTENANCE/SERVICING PROVISIONS 
• POWER & DATA ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS-DEVELOP CONNECTOR DESIGNS TO PROVIDE 
FOR EVA MAKE/BREAK CAPABILITY & TO ACCEPT AUTOMATIC MATING/DEMATING 
• SWITCH GEAR-DEVELOP SWITCHES FOR 35-kW POWER TRANSFER IN SPACE ENVIRONMENT 
• MATERIAL (COMPOSITE)-DEVElOP COMPOSITE MATERIAL HAVING lOW THERMAL 
• COEFFICIENT, GOOD STRENGTH, AND EASE OF FABRICATION 
• COMPOSITE STRUCTURE FOR FIXTURE-DEVELOP COMPOSITE MATERIAL AND FAB MErnODS 
PROVIDING MAXIMUM DIMENSIONAL STABILITY DURING ON-oRBIT OPERATIONS 
• PRESSURE SUIT (8 psH-DEVELOP 8-psi PRESSURE SUIT FOR EVA CONSTRUCTION 
OPERATIONS WITH MAXIMUM MOBILITY, MAX VISION, DAMAGE-RESISTANT, ETC. 
• SOFTWARE-CONTROL FOR OPERATION FROM ORBITER AND MRWS 
-COLLISION AVOIDANCE 
SaleH11e S,lleml Dlwillon .41-" Rockwel 
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CONSTRUCTION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT 
Swmaarized here - in cartoon form - are tbe various itelU of construction support 
equipment needed to build the platform as previously described. The following discussion 
presents additional detail on several of the itelU which are currently in various stages 
of development. 
Satellite Systems DiYision ~I~ Rockwell 
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UNTENDED DPS 
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CONSTRUCTION SUPPORT EQUIPMENT MODIFICATIONS 
The automatic beam builder machine d~iined for this study is a derivation of the General Dynamics design. 
The construction concept requires special latches for use of the beam builder in the two construction stations, 
and requires modifications of the baseline software to provide tor variable spacing of the beam's posts. Software 
is also required for special end configurations on transverse baams and crossbeams. Other modifications include 
thicker cap materials, heavier cross-brace cords, and packaging allowance for pre-installed Velcro strips on 
selected beam posts. 
MOdifications to the Grumman cherry picker include an active stabilizer arm and the capability of ~e~onfig­
uration between missions. The control/display panel must also be used to control the positioning arm on the fi~st 
mission. The positioning arm is a new requirement to facilitate maneuvering within the confined space of the tri-
beam platform. 
The standard RMS must be modified to include an upper-arm roll joint and associated software. The new mobility 
capability is considered to be of fundamental importance for space construction and highly useful for transfer of 
payloads to potential on-orbit stations. 
Certain software changes are essential for implementing the construction RMS. In particular, collison-a~oidance 
warning signals and/or disabling signals are required for operational safety in handling large modules, struts, ana 
beams in the vicinity of the construction stations. 
The baseline grappling end-effector will have a number of uses in the construction operations; e.g., grasping 
and moving the beam machine from one location to another. There will be, however, a larger range of applications 
necessitating new designs (some of which may be adapted to the basic end-effector) to perform precision operations 
with small elements and to interface with fragile structural members • 
Satellite Systems Division 
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CONSTRUCTION SU PPORT EQU I PMENT MOD IFI CATIONS 
UPPER ARM 
ROTARY JOINT 
SHOULOER 
YA~3600 
\ 
TV CAMERA & LIGHTS 
TILT & PAN 
LATCH!ELECTR IC 
CONNECTION CONCEPT 
BEAM BUILDER 
CAPABILITIES 900 3!00 
ELBOW 900_~ ;1'>900. i. ' ) WRIST ROLL 
ROLL --,1800 l,. ., 1 -1200 _ 1600 
1800 , _ ') -1200 C:i2oo 1 J ... -
" . WRIST - i} \ 
; '- YA 'J 
\ ~- ~ _20 +1200-1600 
. .. :<"t WRIST 
\ ~-=J450~)+20 
\. 
1600'-... PITCH 
ELBOW 
PITCH 
SHOULDER 
PITCH 
ORBITER REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM (RMS) 
[OCfBASEUNE 1 [ilOiiiAEO ·oc, I 
CONSOLE CONTROLS 
• RMS (BASELINE) 
• STABILIZERIMANIPULATOR 
J · POSITIONING ARM • BEAM POSITIONER POSITIONING .~ 
POSITIONING ARM STABILIZER 
ATTACH tf.:\NIPULATOR 
MANNED REMOTE WORK STATION (MRWS) 
MRWS STABILIZERIMANIPULATOR 
GRAPPLING DEVICE 
END EFFECTORS 
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GROUND TEST PRO;RAK 
A great many technical issues will be effectively resolved through ground testing - and 
facilities at JSC, MSFC, and other agencies cau provide simulated operational conditions for 
the development of construction methods and associated support equipment. 
In general, it is our view that ground testing in existing facilitie8 will provide mo8t of 
the needed answers to the key technology and development questions. 
Aerospace experience, however, teaches us that ~ntil hardware, software, and ~rew come 
together in the actual flight environment, we cannot be confident that the integrated effect8 
of the technologies will be as predicted. Indeed, integrated sy8tems testing has frequently 
driven out the most challenging of the technology issues. Thus, the next chart pre8ent8 a 8erie8 
of possible flight experiments conceived as a time-phased program to develop and verify the inte-
grated effects of the technoloJies needed to support future space construction progr .... 
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GROUND TEST PROGRAM 
MANII'ULATOR ARM 
MANIPULATOR DEVELOPMENT FACILITY 
- BEAM JOINING 
- CHERRY PICKER ICONTROL 
• END EFFECTORS 
Spac;. Operatlonl and 
Salellile S,lleml Dlvilion 
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NEUTRAL BUOYANCY SIMULATOR 
STRUCTURAL LAB 
- SYSTEMS INSTALLATIONS 
- MECHAN ISMS 
-EVA OPERATIONS 
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT PROGRAM 
These five flight experiment concepts which, in conjunction with the ground 
test program, could generate the technology base needed to support future space construction 
programs. 
The earliest experiment was conceived as a "suitcase" test to verify the use of the RHS to 
deploy a structural subassembly, to effect mUlti-point a.ttachment of the structure, and 1:0 instaU 
a simulated equipment ~o~ule. The experiment would also verify the ground-derived structural; 
dynamic identification of the assembly. 
A subsequent experiment (lower, middle diagram) would further verify the use of EVA and 
support equipment (e.g., cherry picker, handling and positioning aid) to access a structure for 
the installation of linen and systems. 
A later space-fabrication experiment would verify the performance of the beam machine and 
joining operations. 
The upper middle diagram is a concept for verifying the deployment and identification of a 
boom which could replicate the dynamic performance of an antenna feed mast or of a slender structure 
such as a flexible platform or a space crane. This experiment would also explore the control 
authority of the orbiter during large mass/inertial transients. 
The large ( 50-100 m) deployable antenna experiment would verify the deployment (and 
retraction) of a complex structure, advanced controls for precision pointing, and orbiter-antenna 
dynamic interactionso 
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=::1983 
• Deployable Structure 
• Structural Dynamics 
• Construction Operations 
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT PROGRAM 
, 
::1986 
==1984-1985 • Deployable Antenna structure 
• Str. Dyn. I Contr. Interaction 
• Deployable Boom • RF Platform 
• Structural Dynamics • Space Fabrication 
• Adv. Controls • Beam Joining 
• Construction Equipment • Construction Equipment 
• Construction Operations • Construdion Operations 
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ETVP COST AND PROGRAHKATICS 
A summary of the resources needed to develop and construct the model ~Engineering/ 
Technology Verification) platform is presented. 
l~e cost breakdown of the program froM authorization to IOC (start of low orbit testing) 
is shown in the lower left hand graph, and corresponds identically to ~i~ ~S elemP.nts shown 
directly above. These costs estimates have been generated from Rockwell's CER's and are 
detailed in Rockwell Report SSD 80-0039, SCSA Part 2 Final Report, Cost and Progr .... tics. 
The DDT&E costs include all ETVP unique engineering development charges beyond program start, 
and do not include the previously described technology-oriented ground and flight experiments. 
It is noted that the platform flight hardware/software is the largest cost category - with 
the platform's front end (control module/solar array) comprising more than one-half the cost. 
It should also be noted that the orbit transfer propulsion modules, which are installed beyond 
the low-orbit test phase, have not been included in these charges. 
The c~nstruction system charges are ab~ut one-third of the prograa costs. This fraction 
would have been much la~ger had we applied typical flight system CER's to the estiaates. However, 
we have assumed that thia type of hardware would be engineered more along the lines of factory 
equipment rather than flight systems. The relatively large systems engineering ca.ponent repre-
sents the influence of construction software development. 
It may also be noted that the launch and operations costs were only one-sixth of the 
program; this might suggest that trades could be warranted to cut costs in the other categeries 
at the expense of additional flights. 
Salellile Syslems Dh,lslon 41~ Rockwell 
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CONCLUSION 
* WE KNOW THAT SPACE CONSTRUCTION & ASSEMBLY MUST HAPPEN BECAUSE -
'\ 
\,. 
" 
',. , 
. \' .~: ~~:.. :~!~~i~i~~~~:;! 
'... ...:::::!:: ".~ -':!-1 ~ 
• OUR APPETITE FOR COMMUNICATIONS Will OUTSTRI P 
PHYS I CAL RESOURCES (ORB ITAL ARC AND FREQUENCY 
SPECTRUM) 
• WE NEED FINER !)cTAIL - ON A GLOBAL BASIS -
OF THE EARTH,ITIS OCEANS AND ATMOSPHERE -
AND MANIS WORKS 
• SPACE - GENERATED POWER MAY BE REQUIRED 
TO COMPLEMENT LIMITED ENERGY RESOURCES 
• MANes PRESENCE IN SPACE WILL BECOME NECESSARY 
TO THE NATION1S ECONOMIC, SCIENTIFIC, AND 
MILITARY FUTURE . 
Space TranspcH'lillion 5,... ? Rockwell 
Development & Produclion otwlsion ~ ~ International 3OSSD08398 
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CONClUS IONS (CONT) 
* TWO INGREDIENTS ARE PRE-REQUISITE to MAKE THOSE THINGS HAPPEN: 
TECHNOLOGY AND MARKETS. WE BELIEVE THESE THINGS WilL MERGE 
DURING THE 80'S. 
" 
* ON THE TECHNOLOGY SIDE, THIS STUDY HAS SHOWN THAT CONSTRUCTION 
'OF LARGE SPACE - FABRICATED SYSTEMS IS PRACTICABLE WITHIN THE BO'S. 
* THE. STUDY HAS DRIVEN OUT THE TECHNOLOGY NEEDS WHICH SHOULD 
BE TARGETED DURING THE EARLY SO'S. 
Sp,xe Operations and 
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CONCLUS IONS (CONT) 
* WE HAVE SHOWN THAT LARGE SPACE SYSTEMS SHOULD: 
• BE DESIGNED BY ~PACE CONSTRUCTION 
• BE CONSTRUCTED BY AUTOMATED SYSTEMS -
AUGMENTED BY EVA 
'* W:: HAVE FURTHER CONCLUDED THAT: 
• 
• QN-GOING NASA DEVELOPMENTS (E.G., CHERRY 
PICKER, SUITS) ARE ESSENTIAL - AND THAT 
CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS SHOULD BE 
I NCOR PORATED 
..,. 
>-
» .. 
• UNCERTAINT'ES IN SPACE CONSTRUCTION ANALYSIS 
MUST BE RESOLVED BY EARLY GROUND TESTS AND 
FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS 
Space Transportation S,stem ~I~ Rockwell 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study has provided an improved understanding of the technology needs and devei~~nts 
required to support potential large space system programs of the future. 
As NASA continues its on-going development of elements which could play critical roles in 
space constryction. consideration should be given to some of the requirements identified herein. 
This study has superficially skimmed the top of the large issue of controls and software 
for construction. This potenti<!llly large-cost item needs significant attention in future 
studies of space construction~ 
We have indicated that design and contingency margins are among the ldi.gest uncertainties 
in the planning/estimating of space construction. It is appropriate that special sensitivity 
analyses be performed to generate a b~sis for such allowances. 
The particular c~nstruction fixture and platform structural arrangement of this study might 
be simplified - at the expense of additional launch/op;::rations costs. We suggest that future 
studies compare other arrangements on a program cost basis. 
This study has clearly indicated that installation of systems (lines, blankets, components, 
modules) is the major driver in the construction process. We suggest that increased emphasis be 
given to ground testing of attachment hardware, ~thods, and support equipmento 
With Shuttle launch opportunities rapidly being allocated (competition will become especially 
severe after first fli~ht), it is imperative that eady flight experiments be planned and allo-
cated - if we are to have the needed technology base by the mid/late 80's. 
.,,; .8.... _,~ 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
1){ INTEGRATE CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS INTO CONTINUING OEVElOPNfNT 
OF RMS. EFFECTORS, CHERRY PICKER, EVA SUIT 
1){ CONTROLS/SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS AND APPROACH SHOULD BE DEFINED 
1){ GENERATE CRllERIA AND APPROACHES FOR CON~TRUCTION DESIGN 
AND CONTINGENCY MARGINS 
'* CONSIDER ALTERNATIVE FIXTURE/CONFIGURATION CONCEPTS IN TERMS 
OF FIRST-COST AND RE-USE 
1){ INCREASE THE EMPHASIS ON INSTALLATION OF SYSTEMS AND GROUND 
TESTING 
'* WE NEED TO MOVE OfF WITH THE ~ARLY FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS -
GET THE APPROVALS AND THE FUNDING 
Salellli. S,slema DIvision .41 .. Rockwell 
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